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Preamble
I decided to make this series of videos because I couldn't find a similar product online
neither to buy made nor a project to be able to follow.
I dedicate this project to my little Roby.
There are many more or less professional linear actuators but none are compact and 
economical.
This course is separated into several videos, there are very different stages between them and
they will be divided into
video by type, I wrote this document to help you in the various stages, you can find the
support material on my website http://www.p3r.info/progetti/attuatore_lineare/
We can divide the project into macro blocks by type of competence.
-The mechanical one that sees all the operations of production or modification of
components.
-The electronic one, however, of little entity.
-The assembly of the various components.
-The computer science that in jargon would be system or the program of
microcontroller or firmware.
-That of setup and testing.
- Finding components, it is not a phase to be underestimated and if you want to make it there
It is worth starting with the purchase of the components as it takes a while to get them!
I leave you some useful and direct links, there are also the components I purchased, in the
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product description there is useful information that not all sellers have,
I add products that may interest you:
Servant https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_97Paj8
Servo Tester https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_ADTELy
Bearings https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_99G9d8
5 mm flange https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_ABc8O2
Servo flange https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_9y2dTu
Cables https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_ADmDB0
The successor to the phone I used for photos and movies Doogee N20 I have 2 anyway
the "old" Doogee Y8 is outdated and therefore even if it is very good it costs more than that
new and better, i like these phones for different reasons, android,
1 year Allianz insurance, Cheap, Robust in my experience, on the site yes
they find spare parts and accessories at fair prices, Smartpnone Doogee I have 6
in working condition bought over the years and repaired when dropped too many times, of 
this brand they find spare parts for years, even batteries.

https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AWG9Om
Screwdriver / drill at least 12V https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Alw6NY
The webcam used for filming https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_9isR6Q
Photoencoder https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Ae4RPC
Fairies and males https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AdC83y
Snail https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Af8fzc
Arduino nano https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Abpgvg
12V plastic ready linear actuator https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_9uT6yA

I bought it and tried it, I didn't do any load tests, the screw is plastic
12V bi-state ready linear actuator for car lock, has good strength but
remember it can not work continuously, this model is not Czech it has a
limit switch https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AA6TAI
ATX power supply https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AYmhc6
ATX power supply connector https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AYJOO2
Screws https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Ae6Knk
Resistors https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A8KecI
Welder https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_9Q96XG
Like Dremel https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AWPAfc
Pond https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AD7XwW
Support plate https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AFWscm
Glue https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A6TvPu
Biadhesive https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_9fnn2q
Support for soldering https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A0Dh6m
Vice https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Aesaia
PVC https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AqATKA
Washers https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Aoa4yA
Scotch tape https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AS7FAm
Connectors set https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AFEpd8
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Connectors https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A4YBPC
Nippers https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_ABLIOS
Tester https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A8t5Pg
Step down if you want to power the servo at 6V

https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AWytiO
Drill bits https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Aa8aQ6
Lathe https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_9xy4iK
Mini pillar drill https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AmV3kw
Sand paper https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Afthew
File https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AT29aE
Possible ready-made or semi-ready alternatives for encoder disk
Steel https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AomD5k
Plastico I can't find the measures I asked but I have not obtained a result to date

https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A7ldRY
Big gears https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AbmkS6
Gears, mixed set, I also ordered it for various tests, it also contains shafts
from the image https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_Ad3iMO
If you want a lot of power to drive the system through a host
Orange plus I have a zero r1 and I ordered another one complete with usb base and case,
you always see models with wifi, the r1 has 2 network cards that may not serve you if
don't make a router https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_A568Aw
Another possibility for a host as I mention in the video ESP32 I have ttgo with tft program
like Arduino bi processor with Wifi and Bluetooth 4 Mb flash and battery charger

https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AS7iaK

In the above list you can find everything you need to build this
actuator and much more! I intentionally put products that you may have but
maybe you realize at the last minute that you miss them so you can order everything 
comfortably
immediately, there is usually no customs.
There will be a separate video totally dedicated to purchasing the products as I am
realized how much material I linked and the possible difficulties for those who are not
used to buying them.

Other possible uses
This linear actuator as designed or even with minor modifications lends itself to many
use this for its main features:

Compact
Cheap
Powerful
Precisely, with a good wheel it is possible to have displacements of less than a 
hundredth of
millimeter
Easy to control even with many devices at the same time
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Low consumption when standing still, with an additional mosfet it is possible to 
consume
few microamps when stopped and also as proposed consumes a few milliamps.

Additional axis on a machine tool
Also gigantic lock
Automatic leveling
Robotics, in a previous study of mine I hypothesized a walking mechanism for a biped
slender without lever play able only to perform the walk and to allow him to
crouch a system like this that although slow would be able to perform the task,
the other motor allowed to balance, I would have used two servos but cheap but
above all I would have reduced consumption so much.
3d printer or CNC certainly less performing than those on the market but definitely
cheaper and also more powerful, with a ball screw for example 1204 you can
obtain 1600 N at almost 4 mm / s (3.92) with an encoder at 100 steps 1/100 of mm but to 
have
better accuracies just increase the teeth even by enlarging the wheel for simplicity or using
a gear.

Attachments
Dxf file with part sizes and encoder wheels, the file is multi layer.

Processing steps:

Warning! Some processes are complex or dangerous if you don't know what to do, read the 
instructions of tools, ask for advice and when in doubt use hand tools such as the file and the 
hacksaw that they are safer, when using the drill make sure the piece is well fixed to something, 
never hold it with the hands. If you have never done similar things, document or ask for information.

Overview
This linear actuator was intentionally thought to be small, economical and powerful, it was
designed and modified many times to reflect the needs of use or control of a rear-mounted 
crane installed on a truck controlling it remotely, cranes are for those who don't knew it 
hydraulic, controlled by levers that send oil into one piston or the other in the two possible 
directions, the purpose of this actuator is to move these levers, specifically on the opposite 
side to the lever of the hydraulic distributor there is a screw that comes out suitable for one 
second command, it is possible to have mechanical controls from the other side of the truck 
or remotely like this project, when I thought of making it the crane was new, now it is no 
longer but I have finally had the time to make a prototype.
As you can imagine, reliability is essential, a device is expected to fail but it must be able to 
cause no damage as a result each processor must perform self-diagnosis and report any 
anomalies.
A central processor was designed to manage radio communications or an ESP32 or a
ESP8266.



Radio transmitter, an ESP32 with TFT display, it is necessary to see the operating 
parameters such as i
failures.
Types of anomalies and effect

The engine does not turn: 1) Rest position -> reports a fault via software
  (or turns too slow) 2) Out of zero -> crane lock pin activation +

software error signal
The motor runs slowly: Software warning

The global version features an electro-mechanical diesel engine shutdown command power 
supply crane.

Theory
I will try to do it in short, I give up all the failed attempts and superfluous calculations, the 
project wanted an actuator that had a maximum displacement of 12 mm + -6 mm this is the 
stroke measured, it is clearly possible to lengthen the screw for a longer stroke.
The measured force necessary to move the lever was about 50 Kgf or about 500N.
They are not few and moreover I needed 5 well, you understand that the economy was 
essential.
I made a hypothesis to choose a common 6MA screw or a classic 6 mm screw screws 6 or 
more correctly MA have a pitch of 1mm for each turn, from the calculations here 
I do not carry over with a bronze nut the effort is adequate if lubricated.
The screw has its full reach with a thread length of 1.5d where d is the diameter 1,5x6 = 9 
mm, why not leave the whole screw to screw? Because it would increase the effort, in the
actually the pitch is never perfect and therefore screwing more than this value would begin to
force, if you notice either the screw or the nut have a finite length, on the threaded rod that is 
yes one meter you screw nuts that are maximum diameter long, there are nuts on the market
1.5d long which have the maximum capacity supported by the thread, the bar or the bolt.
We come to numbers and formulas, for those who are not interested in theory can clearly 
skip this part would be useful if you want to change the type of screw:
Strength = Torque * 2 * Lazy / Step
Minimum force = 500N
Couple = unknown for now
Pitch = 1 mm, attention the standard unit of measurement is the meter so 0.001 m
We get: 500 = Pair * 2 * Pigreco / 0.001 =>

=> Torque = 500 * 0.001 / (2 * Pigreco) = 0.0796 N / m
We also consider the loss of the screw due to friction 0.0796 / 0.8 = 0.0995 N / m
Now let's ask ourselves how much torque does the chosen engine have?
In the summary document there are the reported data which are 13kg / cm (6v)

We transform into standard units of measurement, always do it to avoid errors:
13 * 9.81 / 100 = 1.275 N / m

Let's check if 0.0995 << 1.275 Perfect is enough
Now let's do the calculations in reverse and check the maximum flow rate.
Strength = Torque * 2 * Lazy / Step
Minimum force = Unknown now



Torque = 1.275
Pitch = 0.001m
Strength without losses = 1.275 * 2 * Pigreco / 0.001 = 8013 N about 800 Kg !!!
We consider the efficiency of 0.8 we get 800 * 0.8 = 640Kg !!!
What if I only use 5V? The table shows 10.5kg / cm (4.8v)
Strength without losses = 10.5 * 9.81 / 100 * 2 * 0.8 * Pigreco / 0.001 = 5178 N 527 Kg !!
More than enough for us!
Now I wonder but how long does our screw take ?! The soul of the vine is in this case
diameter 5 the area is 2.5 ^ 2 * Pigreco = 19.63 mm ^ 2 in fact the tables show a
slightly higher value that takes into account the thread.

It depends on which steel you use, if it says 8.8 on the bolt it means
8.8 => 8 * 8 = 64 Kg / mm ^ 2 64 * 19.63 = 1257 Kg
4.6 => 4 * 6 = 24 Kg / mm ^ 2 24 * 19.63 = 471 Kg

Much more than we can use!
The bearings carry about 120 kg at most and it is better never to overdo them.
But the real problem is given by the bronze which has a lower resistance and still of
more because it works by rubbing so we will have to consider 5 N / mmq.
On which section though? In this case, only the thread for the bolts counted the core.
What is the surface of the thread? Inner diameter 5 (It would be 4.8 but I enlarged the hole)
external diameter 6 mm the area is:

Pigreco * (R ^ 2 - r ^ 2) = Pigreco * (3 ^ 2-2.5 ^ 2) = 8.64 mm ^ 2
Our project foresees 9 threads in socket 9 * 8.64 = 77.75 mm ^ 2
Admissible pressure 77.75 * 5 = 389 N So for 50 Kg we work a little over the limit,
if the work should be continuous, a different diameter must be chosen while if the work
is sanctuary can go, we check the maximum pressure:

500 / 77.75 = 6.43 an acceptable value 6.43 / 5 = 28.6% of the base value.
As we have seen, the limit is not the engine but the screw, which can also work with more 
load but it would wear out sooner, if you use iron instead of bronze it is easy that it seizes, 
the snails must be in softer material, if you see in the project replacing the nut is very quick 
for this very reason.
We could, if we wanted to, use a screw with a higher pitch we would have lost precision of
measure, the screw would have been heavier to turn (greater inertia) and would have done 
more friction, not to be underestimated, if we had reduced the length of the thread we could
contain friction.
Now we come to another factor, how fast does it move ?! You may have wondered ...
From the data sheet 0.17sec / 60degree (6.0v) then 1 / (0.17 * 6) = 0.98 rpm.
Since for each turn we make 1 mm 0.98 mm each turn.
And what precision of movement do we have? With my bad encoder about 23 * 4
positions per revolution since 1 revolution is 1 mm 1 / (23 * 4) = 0.011 mm in my case I 
should
consider 1/23 at most or 0.044 mm not bad in any case!
If we used a fairly well made wheel with even just 50 cuts 1 / (50 * 4) = 0.005
mm fin exaggerated.
I use factor 4 because for each hole the encoder manages to generate 4 steps in reality



these steps are not always the same length as in my case and therefore the position that
calculation could be non-linear that is, if the encoder is well done I could anyway
have a repetition of 4 pulses of different lengths.

Components manufacturing

Print
I made 2 versions of disk encoder because version 2 made first doesn't have
worked, alternatively it would be possible to use a plastic gear already made but
it should be placed directly on the screw.
1) Label to stick on the material to guide the copper encoder cuts, there is a layer in the dxf 
file specially created for paper centering, use 1: 1 print ratio e center the sheet well on the 
upper left corner, I had sheets with labels available 60x101 and I started from the second 
label as also seen from the dxf, your sheet could be centered differently I used a pre-print on 
a recycled sheet to verify, the exact measurement of the initial offset I made it with the 
scanner in order to make it very precise unfortunately the centering on the width did not 
come, now I have corrected the dxf file but it could be the fault of the tractor that takes the 
sheet and does not align it perfectly.
2) Transparent disk -> It does not work with the components I used, the front is not enough
defined, perhaps with more opaque ink or with a different type of detector it works. Decide 
which disc to print, one or more, I have printed 4 of different types, my Epson WF-2540 
failed to print the 200 disk, please do a paper test first.
Print on transparent paper the encorer disk with the chosen type, if the printer does not have
transparent option use glossy paper option, use black print, after drying that is very slow, cut 
out the border between the two lines with scissors, the second line should be removed 
completely; Drill the holes with a punch or a paper hole punch.
Now the disk is ready for editing, I used the 50.

Mechanics
Tree

I used an M6 bolt that I cut, turned and threaded as per drawing, mine came longer, 
alternatively for those who did not have a lathe it is possible to do it starting from a 
threaded bar and with the file and the sandpaper to make the lowerings, attention that
on the right in the drawing for the flange must be precise, be careful not to carry out 
any work dangerous, if you have a lathe make sure you know how to use it.
When it is ready insert it into the shaft flange and with a felt-tip pen mark the two 
holes, with the drill make 2 small holes diameter 3 mm shallow, make them well in 
the center, if not they come in the perfect position, center one of the screws and screw
it in all the way then check the other hole and you will see how much it is displaced 
now with a larger tip later having removed the shaft, enlarge the hole that you 
checked at this point the second screw should center the hole, the important thing is 
that it cannot rotate the shaft, even a cut with the dremel it goes well it must be 
longitudinal to the shaft.

Servo flange
There is no need to change it



Screws
Flange fixing screws are included 4 M3 need more, flange can not be fixed on the 
servo with the supplied screw because it is too long you have to use one like those 
supplied with the flange, furthermore the shaft flange has 2 M3 threaded holes to lock
the shaft, in one the servo screw and another one is needed for the other hole, better 
put both.

Shaft flange
It must be modified, I have not found anything ready, the holes must be widened as you can see from
drawing in this way enlarging them to 5 mm is easier, the tip centers itself,
otherwise it would be necessary to use a cutter, enlarge them by hand with a tip of 3 is not
precise, then the groove for the screw heads must be made, as an alternative to the lathe, the
hacksaw making 4 cuts or the dremel or similar. Countersink the screw side a little, the screw
is 5.1 mm while the hole 5 mm.
Support plate
In fiat iron 3x30 mm long 125 mm

Guide plate
In fiatto iron 3x30 mm 75 mm long, it is only needed if the device to be moved is 
free, if
the device to be moved does not allow the hex to rotate is not necessary.

Guide rod
In iron, in this case construction bar diameter 6 mm other side 5.2 mm then the
guide plate hole is 5.5mm, see guide plate whether you need it or not.

Bearings
Bronze hexagon M6x50

With an M6 male lengthen the thread on one side must be at least 25mm well
threaded.

Plywood gasket
In PVC or Nylon 2 or 3 mm thick, it is used to protect the bearings.
Drill diameter 6.5 at least 13x13 mm

M6 dice number 4
M4 threaded rod with 6-8 nuts for servo fixing
Eye

A clothesline if you want to have an eye as in the prototype when combined with a 
device final is not needed, use the right eye the other has left thread.

Electronics
Various wires for connection, 2.54 mm pitch male connectors for photoencoders
2 resistors for the divider inside the servo in my case 2700 Ohm.

Copper encoder disc
I replaced the clear disc with a handmade copper one as that transparent did not 
work, from tests made the difference in light between transparent and colored it was 
not enough for the internal detector to detect it as a forehead.
I chose copper for several reasons, it is less than 1mm thin, it is easy to work with and
it is 



I had at home, I wanted to have it produced with laser cutting but it took a long time, 
I have it handmade for 2 reasons, I did not want to place the divider, very heavy and
difficult to set up with such a small component, I would have had to build a stand 
specific, the second reason I wanted to show that it is possible to do it at home by 
anyone, it didn't turn out great, I only made 23 cuts as I ate more degrees and the last 
one it would have been too small but I think it will work anyway, the first project 
would have had a resolution of about 1/100 of a millimeter with this one cannot hope 
for better than 1/20, I don't have a computerized cutter with which one could produce
in alternative to laser.

Plate drilling
As in the video, the holes of the guide plate must be made together with those of the 
plate support plate, later you will enlarge the holes of the support plate which have 
diameter different, if you use different components you have to drill the holes of a 
suitable diameter, if you don't have a drill press be sure to fix the plates solidly before 
drilling them, do turn the drill slowly do not overdo the speed. Always do the gravers 
with the hammer before drilling allows you to make holes in the right place.

Servant
Kind

Towerpro MG946R
Data

Weight: 55g
Dimension: 40.7 × 19.7 × 42.9mm
Stall torque: 10.5kg / cm (4.8v); 13kg / cm (6v)
Operating speed: 0.20sec / 60degree (4.8v); 0.17sec / 60degree (6.0v)
Operating voltage: 4.8-6.6v
Temperature range: 0- 55deg
Servo Plug: JR (Fits JR and Futaba) Signal Orange (Orange)
Gear Type: Metal gear
Dead band width: 1us
Power Supply: Through External Adapter
servo wire length: 32cm
Current draw at idle 10MA
No load operating current draw 170MA
Stall current draw 1200MA (The current is a lot for a USB port so it can't be supplied
by the Arduino connected to the computer, it can operate on battery or as in the my 
case with an ATX computer power supply, the connector has the 2 pins connected 
together to make it turn on, then I take the current from 2 pins +5 V and GND)

Mechanics
Unscrew the screws, open the two covers, the rear one for the potentiometer, the one
front for the gear, remove the gear, cover it well and with a dremel or a hacksaw 
remove the small pin that blocks the rotation.

Electronics
Remove the potentiometer by removing the screw that blocks it if present, unsolder it,
check



what type is it, mine was marked B502 it means 5Kohm the tester said 5400 Ohm I 
used
2 2K7 resistors in series, the central between the two resistors, the other two wires at 
the ends,
I covered the metal parts with scotch tape.

Explanatory video of a mechanical servo like mine:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6G1nHfvl4aI

Manual test controller
It is useful and inexpensive when you want to test a servant.

Photoencoder
Attention because almost all the photoencoders you find have only 1 output so except not
it takes 2 and it is difficult to position them correctly in phase displacement you have to buy 
the type with 2 outputs and in total 4 wires.
We do not use its wheel including it is too small for where I place it, if you do a project
different maybe you can use it.

power supply
I use a computer ATX power supply, as commented in the servo specifications, the pin of
ignition to ground and I derive the power from a +5 V wire and GND, it is possible to use
batteries of adequate voltage and current.
This project was designed to be installed on an electric powered truck at 24V therefore it is 
necessary to use a step-down and in this case by adjusting the voltage to 6V as per servo 
specification.
In any case, the controller must receive 5 V or, as per technical specifications, a maximum of
12V passing by the regulator, no one forbids to use a different version of the controller, ho
used what I already had.

Chontroller
Kind

Arduino Nano old type, I chose this because I had it at home, cheap and ready to use.
Operational choices

I chose to use a controller for each servo, the initial project was 5 actuators, it would 
be possible to have 1 controller for all but I preferred seeing the small cost to provide 
1 for each servo, in this way the management is faster without clogging hazard, the 
working target of this actuator is critical, it also comes the program foresees the 
critical error handling points where the system when an actuator goes into lockout.

Pin connections
Solder a 4-pin female connector to the encoder Black Blue Yellow Red, Blue and 
Yellow can be reversed, the connector must be inserted in pins GND, D2, D3, D4 the 
black wire on GND and red on D4, pin D4 is used to power the encoder in this way
I simplify the wiring and can turn off

Communication protocol
I use a protocol of my own creation, simple and tested for many years in heavy and 
continuous operational situations, the protocol is designed for use both machine-
machine than Man-machine therefore uses a restricted set of commands as you can 



see by connecting via the serial via USB included in the Arduino e typing '0h' 
followed by enter returns the help.
Each command consists of a number that identifies the device 1-8, 0 is the broadcast
and they all answer, 1 lowercase character, followed by data, the numbers are 
hexadecimal, is a necessity for efficiency and compactness, the numbers can be one 
or more characters depending on the command, at the end of each processing the 
processor responds with the same uppercase character this allows a verification of 
data transmission that the processor retransmits each character that receives this to 
facilitate interaction Human but also because in machine-machine communication it 
is possible to verify if the subordinate processor is working, allowing a possible reset 
by the host processor.
To facilitate debugging there are commands that are not required for typical operation
but useful to the human who has to do tests or development such as reading and 
writing pins and the setting the IN / OUT direction, other specific debug and 
development commands I introduce them for each project dependent on the 
peripherals or functions required.

Computer technology
This project basically uses the 'g' command for the go, extract movement from the help:

IgPPPP go to Position signed hex
Where is it:

I: Device number 1-8 0 broadcast
g: command
PPPP: 4 hexadecimal characters, attention if one is missing it is considered 0
so 0g4 -> 0g4000 and it's very different!
the PPPP hexadecimal number is the position to reach, the number is a
classic int then ffff = -1

The other commands are used to debug or setup there are also some more specific ones
for machine-machine operation as Ie, if you activate 0e all devices connected will respond 
simultaneously and the received byte indicates the device that has an error stored at this point
with If you can read the type of error replacing the letter I with the corresponding number, 
for example:

0e Send error mask request
b'11111110 ' I get, here in binary as this command could not

  otherwise, the bit at 0 is just the bit number 0, 0 + 1 = 1
  at this point I know that the error comes from device 1 and I call it

1f Send, flag request
01 I get, in binary it becomes b'00000001 'in this example

bit 0 is 1 or FL_ERR1 serious error that has stopped the motor
only the first 2 bits are errors, the third is a warning, the others are 
from normal use

Other useful commands
To enter debug mode use 0c08, in this example I use broadcast because I have 1 only 
Arduino connected bit 3 is 1 b'00001000 'which corresponds to debug, obviously' c 'is



the flag write command, in this way as well as receiving a lot of useful information such as 
the position of the motor and the time that has elapsed between one step and the next 
expressed in microseconds, you can see extended error messages and other information ad
human use, the provided program already has debugging enabled.
In the help all commands are described and explained as far as possible.

Firmware setup procedure
Programming phase
a) Connect the Arduino to the USB port
b) Download the program, the settings depend on the device you use.
c) Unplug the USB port
Connection phase
1) To test the processor, disconnect the shaft so that it does not reach the limit switch
freezing.
2) Connect the encoder connector to the microcontroller from pin GND up to D4
3) Connect pin D6 with a small cable to the signal wire of the servo in my orange case
4) Connect + and GND of the servo to a power supply that provides sufficient current
5) Connect a wire between GND of the power supply and GND of the Arduino
6) Plug in the USB
7) Turn on the power supply of the servo, this operation can also be done in a second
moment after doing some testing, the servo will almost certainly start moving.
Shutdown
1) Turn off servo power supply
2) Unplug USB

The system is complex so it may take some time to figure out how to set it up
correctly, if you are lucky the processor may calibrate so
stand-alone and write the setup value to be put in the program to the serial line.
You will need to reprogram the processor with the final values at least 1 time.

Setup steps:
Configuration parameters

DISKN contains the number of encoder teeth, intended as the number of holes,
you need to set your correct value.
MAX_SPEED contains the maximum speed in microseconds per revolution of the 
formulas they are just above in the program with examples if you are not able to find
these data you can do it experimentally see T1.
T1 in theory if the encoder disk is well done it is calculated automatically but in my 
case where the disk is not beautiful it must be set manually, this value it is used to 
generate TIME_L1 and TIME_L2 which check if the servo is turning too slow or not 
turning, it is a protection of the servo, at the beginning if the servo crashes due to the 
FL_ERR1 error or critical motor error blocked increases T1, this error can also occur
if for example the encoder comes off as it is happened to me, initially you can use a 
very high value so that you don't blocks but be careful because you have no 
protections when you give the command to movement to the motor for example 



0g0010 or in the negative direction 0gffef il debug prints the time for each step from 
here you can find the value to give to T1 in the program TIME_L1 is T1 * 16 while 
TIME_L2 is T1 * 4 you can use values best suited to your project, always keep a 
certain tolerance, the engines slow down under stress so if the first tests give you a 
certain value when it goes under effort in the real case will slow down for this to be a 
little greater. For calculate the T1 value with the setups as described here, do at least 
one lap complete to the engine and find the highest value, divide it by 4 (TIME_L2) 
and multiply it by a tolerance factor for example 1.1 this is your value of T1 is up to 
you to check how much tolerance you give, the more you give the more it can go 
under effort, you will have to do some tests.

Direction of the servo
Depending on how the encoder sensor is placed and how you connect the wires
the program will see the servo turn in one direction or the other so it could turn
in the wrong direction, the FL_DIRM flag serves to reverse this, by program you can 
also invert the values of SERVON and SERVOP or invert the wires on the encoder.

SERVOS
We need to find the correct value for this variable that controls the point
dead of the servant to hold him still.

See below for direction and dead center procedure.

Mechanical prerequisites
The motor must be able to rotate freely so do not mount or remove the bronze nut.

Search servo direction
Test: 0g0010 The value is not important as long as it is large enough to pass 
WD_LIM, I take a little bit of tolerance, the engine could turn even if it should sit 
still either before that after this test depends on the value of SERVOS_INIT that we 
will find next, the system automatic direction recognition writes in debug if active any
correction, if not no error appears the verse is already correct otherwise you will have
to uncomment #define SET_DIRM in the program, you can go to the next stage of 
the test now without rescheduling or doing anything else, the value of FL_DIRM is 
already entered.

Better dead center search
Pre requisites:

The motor must rotate in the direction consistent with the encoder see Search for 
servo direction

Test 1) 0z0400 Find in my case 1228
Test 2) 0z0500 Find in my case 1248
Result: Average 1238 -> 0x04d6 perfect dead center to write in SERVOS_INIT in mine
case. If you want 0z04d6 to be effective immediately in this case.

Saving values
In the program make the changes described above and reprogram the processor, now at 
startup will have the correct values, I advise you to wait to disable debugging, first do other 
tests, you could having to make adjustments to T1 besides.

Movement tests



Upper limit
I set the white electrical tape to maximum screwing, then it's a little hard and me
I am given that as an upper limit.
i started the 0s0000 command so i don't have to manually calculate the position

Lower limit
I had the servo unscrewed until it reached the point where the whole thread is 
screwed in being 1.5d (1.5 * 6 = 9mm thread) there is a lot of unscrewing tolerance 
up to 4.5mm is still a place.
Debug reports "Deb pos: 316" equivalent to the 0g013c command

Movement
I can now freely try to load having a safe excursion.
0g0000 Screw everything uphill, when I have overshot the position the joint with the 
screw has slipped preventing the stall of the servant who still had strength.
0g013c Come back down.

Ballast, cage excluded, first test
In cm 38.5x2.6x9 of iron (3.85x0.26x0.9) 0,9009 dm ^ 3 * 7,874 = 7,094 Kg -> 7,1

Ballast, cage excluded, second test
7,1 * 3 = 21,3 Kg even if I had wanted I would have been able to help him with my 
hands!

Contacts: www.p3r.info email: jkroby@p3r.info
Dedicated to my Roby

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=it&prev=_t&sl=it&tl=en&u=http://www.p3r.info/

